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1. Technical proposal 

 
 

1.1 FDW Summary  
 

This document is the technical proposal of the Final Degree Work(FDW) in Design             

and Development of Video Games. This work consists in a video game developed             

with Unity3D [1], in which a series of levels are presented, each one with a different                

design and gameplay, in which the players could appreciate the evolution of the             

Shoot ‘Em Up  [2] video games from their beginnings to their actual stage. 

 

Keywords: Level Design, Mechanics, Evolution, Shoot ‘Em Up, Video game. 

 

1.2 Introduction and motivation of work 
 

Shoot ‘Em Up video games always have been rooted in the earliest essence of the               

video games, since the success of the Space Invaders, as one of the first mass               

phenomenon in video games , to the latest 3D versions of Shoot ‘Em Up video               

games. As a fan of this type of video games, and motivated by games like Evoland                

[3]. The final objective of my FDW to develop a Shoot ‘Em Up video game that allows                 

the player to see the evolution of the video games of this genre. 

 

The motivation of this FDW arises from the idea of showing how video games have               

evolved from their most primitive state. Therefore in this FDW I, will implement a set               

of levels in which the player could appreciate how the genre of Shoot ‘em up video                

games has been changing over the years to nowadays. Then, my final goal is a video                

game in Unity3D with 5 levels, in which the player experiences first-hand the change              

of this type of games since its inception, not only at design level but also the                

movement and mechanics limitations of the earliest games. 

 

1.3 Related subjects 
 

 Table 1: Related Subjects 

Subject Code Subject Title 

VJ 1203 Programming I 

VJ 1208 Programming II 

VJ 1216 3D Design 
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VJ 1222 Conceptual Video Game Design 

VJ 1223 Video Game Art 

VJ 1227 Video Game Engines 

VJ 1231 Artificial Intelligence 

 

 

1.4 FDW Objectives  
 

Objectives → From here O. for short. 

 

 Table 2: Objectives 

Objective Id Description 

O.1 Analyzes the evolution of Shoot ‘em up video games. 

O.2 

Determining the elements and techniques that characterize each        

age of the Shoot ‘em up video games. 

O.3 

Conceptually design and implement levels of the video game based          

on what was analyzed in the O1. 

 

 

1.5 Planning in tasks and temporary 
 

Tasks → From here T. for short. 

 

 Table 3: Planning in tasks and temporary 

Task Id Description 

Time (in  

Hours) 

T.1 Evolution analysis of Shoot ‘em up video games 30 

T.2 Conceptual design of the levels 30 

T.3 

Implementation of the movement of the ships in each of the           

levels 40 

T.4 Graphic design of the elements of the game 60 

T.5 

Implementation of the mechanics of actions of the ship in each           

one of the levels 40 

T.6 Implementation of the mechanics of the enemies for each level 40 

T.7 Assembly of previously worked elements in a playable demo 20 

T.8 Testing phase of the operation of the game in each level 5 
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T.9 

Readjustments and solution of problems found in the testing         

phase in each level 15 

T.10 Assembly of game cycle with menus 5 

T.11 Writing of memory 40 

 

 

These tasks will be done in sequential order, except T.11 and T.8 which will be               

carried out during the whole process. 

 

1.6 Expected results  
The expected result is not only to obtain a fully functional video game in which the                

ideas I want to convey are captured, but also to improve my skills and knowledge in                

the competences of related subjects. 

 

1.7 Tools 
Blender  [4], Unity3D , Photoshop  [5], GitHub  [6].  
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2. GDD 

 
 

2.1 Introduction 

 

Platform: PC 

 

Category: 2D Shoot ‘Em Up  and 3D Shoot ‘Em Up 

 

Mechanics resume: During the game the player controls a Spaceship through a set of              

2D and 3D levels, the basic mechanics are move and shoot, and in each level the                

player gain new mechanics, and upgrade mechanics. In the last level, the player             

could move, shoot two different types of bullets, make a dash and make a barrel roll. 

 

Public: Gamers between 15 and 35 years, focus on nostalgic and Shoot ‘Em Up  fans.  

 

2.2 Overview 

Theme:  

Spacevol is a game about the evolution of the Shoot ‘Em Up Games. The idea is to                 

show this evolution in a set of levels, by changing how the gameplay works and               

adding new Core mechanics at each level. 

 

Core Gameplay Mechanics Brief: 

 

As It was explained before, in each level of the game we have new Core mechanics.                

In order to identify each Core mechanic, I’m going to explain the function of the               

mechanics in each level. 

 

Game Basic Core Mechanics: 

·Camera LV1-3: In the first three levels the game has a Top-Down            

Orthographic camera. 

·Camera LV4-5: In the two last levels the game has a Third Person Perspective              

camera. 

·Life: Amount of hits that the player or the enemies can resist. 

·Bullets: Projectiles launched by the player or the enemies,they reduce life at            

contact, and then they are destroyed. 

 

Level 1 Core Mechanics: 

·Movement: The player can move the ship through the screen in the X axis. 
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·Fire: The player can shoot bullets, in straight line, from the ship. 

Level 2 Core Mechanics:  

·Movement: The player can move the ship through the screen in the X and Y               

axes. 

·Fire: The player can shoot pairs of bullets, in straight line, from the ship. 

Level 3 Core Mechanics: 

·Movement: The player can move the ship through the screen in the X and Y               

axes. 

·Fire: The player can shoot pairs of bullets, in straight line, from the ship. 

·Dash: To impulse the ship through the screen in the X axis to evade bullets. 

Level 4 Core Mechanics: 

·Movement: The player can move the ship through the screen in the X and Y               

axes. 

·Fire: The player can shoot pair of bullets, in straight line, from the ship. 

·Dash: To mpulse the ship through the screen in the X axis to evade bullets. 

·Special Fire: Special shoot. 

Level 5 Core Mechanics:  

·Movement: The ship moves forward and the player turn the ship to change             

its direction and to control the position. 

·Accelerate: The ship moves faster. 

·Fire: The player can shoot pairs of bullets, in straight line, from the ship. 

·Dash: To impulse the ship through the screen in the X axis to evade bullets. 

·Barrel Roll: Move the ship to rotate 180º in Y axis. 

·Special Fire: Special shoot. 

 

2.3 Project Description  
 

Spacevol is a video game based on the evolution of Shoot ‘Em Up video games. To                

show this evolution the game “evolves” in each level by adding new mechanics.             

These new mechanics are added based in the changes experimented in Shoot ‘Em Up              

video games over the time. 

 

The game has 5 levels, and the changes in these levels are mainly based in how the                 

player controls the ship. To show the evolution of Shoot ‘Em Up games, in each level                

the player will gain control of the ship movement and more options to surpass the               

level. 

 

Many this idea in mind, the construction of the levels is based on how the player will                 

gain more control over the ship movement, and how this new control over can be               

applied to the enemies movement to be a new challenge, without losing the feeling              

of the previous level. 
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The enemies of the game will evolve with the player. Not only to adjust the challenge                

to the changes in the player control, but also to show the player his new possibilities                

in movement or attack.  

 

One of the most important features to show the changes, in each level, is to               

understand how changes in technology made evole the Shoot ‘Em up video games             

along the years.  

 

To show this evolution in each level I will implement different graphics, different             

mechanics, finally in the two last levels the camera change, from orthographic to             

perspective. 

  

In the first level the player and the enemies can only move through X axis.  

 

In the second level the player and the enemies can move through the X and Y axes.                 

In order to show the player that she/he can move the ship through the Y axis, the                 

level starts with an enemy going to the player in the Y axis. 

 

 

In the third level, the new mechanics consist in introducing to the player the dash               

mechanic to evade enemies, and to change the graphics to have 3D. 

 

The fourth level changes the angle of the camera and the orthographic view to              

perspective. Now with the third person camera, the movement of the ship still with              

the same controls, but now the player moves the ship from the bottom, this makes               

the movement in this level like something new. And this level is a rail-based level in                

which the player goes through a premade path. 

 

The last level is a huge open world level in which the movement of the ship is                 

changed to allow the player to move the ship through all the axes in the 3D space. 

 

2.4 Levels Gameplay 
 

In Spacevol there are 5 levels, and each level represents a different age in Shoot ‘Em                

up  video games. 

 

·Level 1: Ortografic Top-Down 2D level, based on Space Invaders [7]. In this level the               

player can move the ship through the X axis to aim the enemies, evade enemy               

bullets or cover against a hedge. In this level the enemies are placed in a matrix and                 

the objective is to defeat in all. 
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·Level 2: Ortografic Top-Down 2D level, based in a period between Galaga [8] and              

Batsugun [9]. In this level the player can move the ship through the X and Y axes to                  

aim at the enemies, evade enemies or enemies bullets. The speed of movement and              

fire rate of bullets are increased compared to level 1. And the enemies appear from               

different parts of the screen in a predefined way. The objective in this level is to                

reach the end. 

·Level 3: Ortografic Top-Down 3D level, based on Ikaruga [10] and Radiant Silvergun             

[11]. This level is similar to level 2, but now the number of bullets are increased to be                  

a Bullet Hell, and the player has two new actions, dash and special fire. The objective                

in this level is to reach the end. 

·Level 4: Perspective Third Person camera 3D level, based on Star Fox 64 [12]. In this                

level the player moves the ship in the X and Y axes meanwhile the ship goes forward                 

in a pre-created way. The objective in this level is to reach the end. 

·Level 5: Perspective Third Person camera open world 3D level, based in open world              

levels of Star Fox 0 [13] and in space ship open world of Ratchet and Clank: A Crack                  

in Time [14]. In this level the movement of the ship is based on rotations, the                

enemies are placed in patrols through the level and the objective is to defeat the               

final boss. 

 

2.5 Development Tools 
 

·Unity 3D  : Game Engine. Game development platform. 

·Visual Studio  [15]: Programing environment. It is used to program the Scripts. 

·Blender : 3D modeling environment. It is used to modeled the elements of the              

game. 

·Photoshop  : It is used to edit the sprites obtained from blender. 

 

2.6 Characters 

 

·Playable: 

Shinka: Spaceship controlled by the player. In each level we have a different             

version. 

·Non-Playable: 

Taijin: Enemies of the game.In each level we have a different version. Their             

mission is to destroy the player by shooting him or colliding with him. There              

are many types of Taijin, but all of them behave similarly. 

 

2.7 Assets 
 

·2D Assets:  

·Shika LV1 
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·Shinka LV2 

·Taijins LV1 

·Taijins LV2 

·Hedge 

·Bullets LV1 

·Bullets LV2 

·Taijins Death animation LV1 

·Taijins Death animation LV2 

·HUD Icons 

·Environment LV2 

 

·3D Assets: 

·Shinka Low Poly model 

·Shinka model 

·Bullet Low Poly model 

·Bullet model 

·Taijins Low Poly model 

·Taijins model 

·Isan model 

·Skybox 

·Environment LV3 

·Environment LV4 

·Environment LV5 

 

 

2.8 Controls 
 

The controls scheme it’s also show in Figure 1. 
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 Figure 1: Controls 

 

 

 

 

 Table 4: Inputs 

Input Description Levels 

Horizontal Used to move the ship through the X axis LV1-LV5 

Shoot Used to shoot bullets LV1-LV5 

Vertical Used to move the ship through the Y axis LV2-LV5 

Special Shoot Used to use the special shoot of the corresponding level LV3-LV5 
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Right Dash Used to use the Right Dash LV3-LV5 

Left Dash Used to use the Left Dash LV3-LV5 

Decelerate Used to decelerate the speed of the ship LV5 

Accelerate Used to accelerate the speed of the ship LV5 

Barrel Roll Used to make the ship do a Barrel Roll LV5 

Lateral Roll Used to make the ship do a Lateral Roll LV5 
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3. Project Development 

 
 

3.1 Shoot ‘Em Up Games analysis 
 

In order to develop the game idea the first step, has been to understand the               

evolution of Shoot ‘Em Up video games, and divide these games by ages that              

correspond to the different levels in the game. To achieve this, Ia selection of games               

has been made based on their influence inside of this video game genre, and based               

on my own knowledge about this topic. These games has been divided in five ages.               

And a representative game for each age has been selected. Finally make a level              

foreach age has been decided.  

 

The next step has been to play each chosen game, to analyze its structure and               

limitations, with the objective to understand how I should design levels to obtain the              

same challenges and feels that the games of the corresponding age showed. 

 

The selection of games is: 

 

·First Age: Space Invaders . 

·Second Age: Galaga  and Batsugun . 

·Third Age: Ikaruga . 

·Fourth Age: Star Fox 64 . 

·Fifth Age: Star Fox 0 , Ratchet and Clank: A Crack in Time  and Kromaia . 

 

Their features and their characteristics are going to be explained in the next sections: 

 

3.1.1 First Age 

 

The start of the Shoot ‘Em Up games can be placed with the launch of Space                

Invaders , that also was one of first video game to be a global phenomenon.  

 

The analysis of Space Invaders (Figure 2) have made me understand that the game              

works with the idea of risk and reward. If you play risky you can kill the nearest                 

enemies before the hedges are destroyed. This is an important strategy because, in             

the game, only the enemies in the first row attack. Finally, the another remarkable              

fact it’s that the enemies attack only if they are the first on their respectives rows,                

and the election of which enemy is going to attack is random. This is one of the most                  

important challenges of the game, because it creates a battle between the game and              

the player reflexes, allowing the player to upgrade his abilities to face the level by               

training. 
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 Figure 2: Space Invader  Screenshot 

 

3.1.2 Second Age 

 

Space Invaders was the first milestone in the way of Shoot ‘Em Up games, and even                

with primitive technology of the original Space Invaders arcade games, it requires a             

certain level of ability. And after this, the Shoot ‘Em Up games start to be one of the                  

most important genres in the arcade systems. And its next step was Galaga . 

 

The main upgrade from Galaga (Figure 3) is the movement of the enemies, that now               

is more dynamic, and can move throw the X and Y axes at the same time. The player                  

still has a movement like in the Space Invaders , but now is faster. However the most                 

important change in the level design is the movement of the enemies, and how it               

works: each enemy is always moving in the same premade path and always attacks              

in the same moment. The only fact that changes the situation in the game is the                

position of the player, because the enemies always attack to the position where the              

player is. This change in the level design makes a whole new world in the challenge                

of the game. Now the player can upgrade his abilities but also can memorize the               

game, which makes the game fairer than his predecessor Space Invaders .  

 

With the advances of technology the Shoot ‘Em Up games still evolved with the base               

of Galaga . The first step was to add to the player movement the ability to move the                 

ship through the Y axis, and a considerable increase of stuff in the screen. These               

upgrades make the genre evolve to the Bullet Hell [17] games, and one of the last                

games that represents this second age, and the final form of the Galaga’s formula, is               

Batsugun  (Figure 4). 
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Figure 3: Galaga   Screenshot 

 

While playing Batsugun is easy to see the inspiration on Galaga , but also is easy to                 

understand that the 10 years of technological improvement make possible to create            

games that increase the result of Galaga in every feature. In general Batsugun has              

more of all, more enemies and more bullets in the screen. And to achieve this               

without breaking the balance of the game appeared the Power Ups, that changed             

how the game worked: at this moment the player not only has to stay alert to the                 

enemies, but also must try to get the Power Ups, if he/she wants to defeat all                

enemies and get more points. 
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Figure 4: Batsugun  Screenshot 

 

Finally one of the most important changes in this age is the idea of the arcade                

difficult. This idea consist in increasing the difficult to force the player to use more               

coins. 

 

3.1.3 Third Age 

 

This is the last age of the Orthographic Top-Down camera for the Shoot ‘Em Up               

games, and the culmination of the Bullet Hell   as a subgenre of Shoot ‘Em Up  games. 

 

Ikaruga (Figure 5) is considered as one of the the most iconic and refined Bullet Hell                

games. One of the most important features in the idea of Bullet Hell are bullets               

patterns. This fact changes how the player must move the ship. In the games of this                

age the player must move the ship very accurately because the screen is full of               

bullets, and it's like a minefield, and the player is constantly surrounded by bullets.              

Most of the Bullet Hell games have a mechanic to evade the bullets. In Ikaruga it’s a                 

color system in which only the bullets of different color of your ship can destroy the                

ship, and the player may change the color of the ship between white and black. Also                

the power up was changed for special attacks, that the player may charge to defeat               

enemies, and environment events, as obstacles, are added. One of the most            
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important facts about this game (and also a characteristic feature of Bullet Hell             

games) is the extremely high difficulty, that force the player to use an absurd              

amount of lives to complete the game since is a game that you must learn to master                 

it. 

 
 

Figure 5: Ikaruga   Screenshot 

 

3.1.4 Fourth Age 

 

The arcade systems start their decline and the consoles took over the video game              

market. This fact in addition with the fever for 3D games lead to the new age of                 

Shoot ‘Em Up  games. 

 

Star Fox 64 (Figure 6) was a remake of the original Star Fox [18], and its goal was to                   

bring the formula of the original game to a real 3D game space environment. This is                

the star point of the 3D Shoot ‘Em Up games with rail movement, and third person                

perspective camera.  

 

Star Fox 64 only introduces as a “new” mechanic in Shoot ‘Em Up games the life bar.                 

The life bar is added because the game is intended for console systems and it does                

not need to be extremely hard as the Shoot ‘Em Up games of the previous ages. The                 

rest of the mechanics remain unchanged, but the perspective of the camera, in this              

game (and in all the games of this age) is a third person view perspective. The game                 

feels totally different to its antecessors, and it makes more difficult to aim the              

enemies and to evade bullets and obstacles. This is the main reason of the decrease               

in the number of bullets. This change of view allows the enemies to appear from               

every side of the screen, making the enemy placement more interesting. One of the              

most interesting features is how the camera works. The game moves the camera to              
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the same side that the player when the player arrives to the bound of the screen,                

and only locks the player when he reach the true bound of the screen, which is the                 

limit position of the bounds of the camera. This creates a fake sensation of freedom               

environment for the player. The game also has some levels with a free fly area,               

which is the idea of movement in the fifth age, but these levels are so rough.  

 

 Figure 6: Star Fox 64   Screenshot 

 

3.1.5 Fifth Age 

 

In these days the Shoot ‘Em Up games are less influential than before and the genre                

does not have too much games that suppose an evolution in the gameplay system              

that was accomplished by Star Fox 64 . However I have found two games with specific               

levels making an “open world” Shoot ‘Em Up games, which are the space explore              

levels in Ratchet and Clank: a Crack in Time and some levels of Star Fox 0 . Also I have                   

found Kromaia, a game that is an “open world” Shoot ‘Em Up , but the gameplay is                 

pretty rough. Therefore this fifth age still without a specific game to represent it, I               

decided to analyze the Shoot ‘Em Up  open world part of each one. 

 

There are two aspects that these games have in common. First the system of              

movement: the ship is constantly in a forward movement, and the player controls its              

rotation to its direction. This allow to move the ship in 360°. The second is the shoot                 

system. In these three games is the same that was in the previously age, but the                
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player must aim the ship to the enemies and shoot. And each game has its own goal                 

and level design, but at the end the basic idea of the gameplay is still the same. 

 

In Ratchet and Clank: A Crack in Time (Figure 7) we have found that the level design,                 

in the open world Shoot ‘Em U p levels, is planned to face huge waves of enemies.                

These levels have an interesting feature, the player can rotate the ship 180° to              

change the direction of the movement to his/her back. 

 Figure 7: Ratchet and Clank: A Crack In Time   Screenshot 

 

In Star Fox 0 (Figure 8) , we have found a couple of phases in each level. The first                   

phase is a wave of enemies to be defeated, and the second phase is an objective to                 

be destroyed and a wave of enemies to be destroyed or evaded. 
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 Figure 8: Star Fox 0   Screenshot 

 

Finally in Kromaia (Figure 9), the level design is more complicated, since the             

objective is to pass through a serie of checkpoints, while the player destroys a serie               

of objectives, and finally reaches the goal, and all of this meanwhile a lot of enemies                

are trying to defeat him/her, and the player must evade their attacks or destroy              

them. 

 
 

Figure 9: Kromaia  [16] Screenshot 

 

3.2 Game Design 
 

After analyzing the evolution of the Shoot ‘Em Up genre, I have develop an idea of                

how the game design of my game has to work to transmit the concept of evolution.                

The basic view is that every level corresponds to an age of Shoot ‘Em Up games. And                 

to link the changes in gameplay making a logic transition between levels I have              

decided to use the movement as a key of this evolution. The movement is one of the                 

most important features in the Shoot ‘Em Up games, and its evolution in this genre is                

one of the most important characteristics in the development of the genre. 

 

In each level, we want to recreate the gameplay of each age. To link this with a                 

normal progression of a video game, the movement is going to be used as a link in                 

base of this evolution on each age. The design of the movement in each level is:  

 

·Level 1: The player can move the ship through the X axis. 

·Level 2: The player obtains the ability of move the ship through the Y axis. 

·Level 3: The player is able to make dashes with the ship. 

·Level 4: The change in the movement in this level is related to the change of                

the camera. It is more about how feels, than how works. 
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·Level 5: In this level we have the biggest change. The ship is in the middle of                 

the screen and the movement works by rotation. Basically it still works like in              

the previous level in controls terms, but now the player can control the ship              

with more freedom. 

 

One of the key features is to show to the player these changes in each level by using                  

the enemies or the environment as example. 

 

3.2.1 Level 1 Design 

 

The player must defeat all the enemies in front of him, each enemy dies with one hit.                 

The enemies are placed in a matrix with twelve columns and five rows. The idea               

based on the original scene of Space Invaders , but not to copy the original game,               

since I’m going to do a some changes. The concept in my levels is that the enemies                 

must have the same movement possibilities as those of the player, so even if in the                

original game the enemies slowly were going down to the player. In this game the               

enemies only are moving in the X axis. Finally, the concept of the battle in this level                 

still remains the same that in the Space Invaders ; only the enemies in the first row in                 

each column attack. The attack pattern is random, there are hedges that the player              

could use to cover him/herself. These hedges can be destroyed by the bullets. 

 

The design of this level is designed to make the player constantly move between the               

covers and open space, see their to defeat the nearest enemies, and the player must               

have the ability to evade the bullets of the enemies. Figure 10 shows a final               

screenshot of the level.  

 

 
 

Figure 10: Level 1 Screenshot 
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3.2.2 Level 2 Design 

  

The most important feature in the design of this level is to change the challenge.               

Now the player does not have to defeat all the enemies, only has to survive to all the                  

enemy waves, but this does not have to be easy.  

 

In this level, the player will discover that now can move the ship through the Y axis.                 

To show this I’m going to use the enemies. The first enemies that appear are going                

down to the player with a diagonal movement, and also attack directly the player              

position. This last characteristic is a common behaviour to all the enemies in this              

level. The objective is to make the player stay in movement constantly. All next              

waves of enemies have his patterns thought for makes the player may plays for one               

side of the screen, and with this to avoid that controls the center of the screen,                

making more difficult to the player defeat all the enemies. To make the player              

develop the ability to select what is the best movement in a few seconds. The               

enemies in this level have two points of life to make more difficult defeat all, except                

for a big one types of enemies that have four points of life. However if you defeat                 

someone of these enemies, that enemy spawns a power up, and if the player shoot               

to the power up he/she can obtain one of the two types of the special shoots. These                 

two special shoots work as a temporary upgrade of the normal shoot of the player.               

The first one makes the player shoot two bullets instead of one, and the second one                

is a big shoot that destroys the enemies, but it does not destroy itself. These power                

ups are designed to make possible to defeat all enemies without troubles, but the              

player must think how to play to obtain these power ups without dying. At the               

beginning of the level, once the first waves of normal enemies appears, two of the               

special enemies that appears are relatively easy to defeat, to allow the player know              

how to obtain the power ups. 

 

All these features are disposed to have more impact in 9:16 screen, and the player               

has less space in X axis. This is because is a rule use this type of ratio in screen to                    

make Shoot Em ‘Ups 2D (in ages post Space Invaders ). With 9:16 aspect ratio in               

standard screens the are two black band each one in each side of the screen. To put                 

an HUD with the controls in the level. Figure 11 shows a final screenshot of the level.  
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Figure 11: Level 2 Screenshot 

 

3.2.3 Level 3 Design 

 

This level is a representation of Bullet Hell games. So the most important feature in               

design terms is how pose the patterns of bullets. The main idea with which work is to                 

create spaces between bullets to move the ship through these spaces to evade the              

bullets meanwhile destroying the ships. Also the player has a dash action that allows              

him to evade the bullets and enemies, giving a short invulnerability during this dash. 

 

In combat terms, the enemies have now more life points. This is to make the player                

stay to focus to an enemy to destroy it. Destroying it enemies gains more importance               

in this level, because not only reduces the bullets in the screen, but also the dead                

enemies can’t shoot, also increase a bar that allows the player to use a special shoot,                

that destroy every enemy in the screen. Also the player in this level change the basic                

shoot to a doble shoot, like the power up of the previous level, and the fire rate is                  

higher. 

 

In this level also appear environment obstacles, that hamper the mobility through            

the screen, obviously these obstacles only appears in areas with few enemies or             

even without enemies. To show the obstacles to the player, the level starts with an               

obstacle zone.  

 

This level is in 9:16 like the previous one, so I’m going to use the remaining spaces to                  

put the HUD, and the controls, like in the previous level. Figure 12 shows a final                

screenshot of the level.  
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Figure 12 : Level 3 Screenshot 

 

3.2.4 Level 4 Design 

 

Level 4 is probably the hardest in design terms. To this level the main change is the                 

camera, that change to a perspective third person view in a 3D world. And this               

change marks a lot of differences in how the gameplay works, the 3D world makes               

the volume of the bullets less significative, and this makes harder to aim to an               

enemy, the player must aim in two coordinates instead of one. Also make more              

difficult to the player to evade the bullets because the perspective third person view              

puts the player between the camera and the bullets, so to equilibrate the game I’m               

going to reduce the number of enemies and the number of bullets that these              

enemies shoot by comparing with the previous level. 

 

The main idea in this level is to explore the possibilities of a 3D closet space making                 

the obstacles and the enemies appears in parts of the screen that creates the effect               

of a complete 3D world. And to make this more impactful for the player the ship and                 

the camera is going to travel in a railway, and the space to move the ship is going to                   

have a double boundary, the one of the camera and the true limits for the ship                

movement. 

 

The battles are going to be quicker that in the previous level. In this level there are                 

less enemies. And the special shoot works with a lock mode that locks the nearest               

enemy and shoot the special shoot directly to it. Like in the previous level this shoot                

is charged when enemies are destroyed. But now the player has a number of shoots               

to use. 

 

The aspect ratio of the screen turns into 16:9, and the HUD is planted to allow the                 

player to know the remaining life and the remaining special shoots. In terms of              
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movement control, the level works like the previous one, but with a smoother             

movement. Figure 13 shows a final screenshot of the level.  

 

 
 

Figure 13 : Level 4 Screenshot 

 

3.2.5 Level 5 Design 

 

The main objective in this level is introduce to the player a 3D open space to travel,                 

with a bunch of objectives. 

 

The most important feature in this level is the movement, because it must allow the               

player to travel through the open space of the level without difficulties. To achieve              

this the system of movement must change. In this level the player does not move the                

ship directly, the ship is in constant movement and the player may rotate the ship to                

move its in the desired direction. He can also can use a boost to make the ship go                  

faster or reduces the speed to go slowly.  

 

The changes in the combat are also based in movement. The enemies are placed in               

groups through the map defending an objective. If the ship enters in zone of action               

of the enemies, they are going to defeat the player. In this level the enemies have a                 

pathfinding system and try to go to the back of the ship to have advantage in the                 

battle. Also the player can now use a charged shoot that marks the enemies in the                

screen and shoot them, and could do a barrel roll to rotate the ship 360°, to evade                 

an enemy that tries to defeat you in your back, and change the position to stay you                 

in its back. Also you can make a 180° roll, to change the orientation of the ship. 
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The player in HUD is going to have the life bar and the charge shoot bar. Figure 14                  

shows a final screenshot of the level.  

 

 
 

Figure 14 : Level 5 Screenshot 

 

3.3 Programming 
 

The game has been coded in C++ [19] using Visual Studio as editor, and using Unity                

as Game Engine. The code uses the system of Unity of Game Objects [20], in which                

each game object has a Transform [21] that contains the information relative to the              

locations of the each object in the game. The game objects may contain another              

game objects, the game objects may be children of another Game Objects . The             

position of a Game Objects  is relative to her/his parent it if has. 

 

For the game a system of movement to the player to each level has been programed,                

different systems of shooting, some systems to prototype the assembly of the levels             

and a system manager for each level. 

 

3.3.1 Player Movement 

 

All the movements of the ships are implemented by moving the position of the              

correspondent game object, using their transforms. The decision of using Transforms           

instead of another movement mode of Unity (like Rigidbody [22]) was made after             

testing all the possible systems and checking that using the position of the transform              

gives the best result. 

 

·Level 1: The script receives the inputs that corresponds to the horizontal            

movement. To move the ship through the horizontal axis of the screen. 
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·Level 2: The code receives the inputs that corresponds to the horizontal and vertical              

movement. To move the ship through the horizontal and vertical Axes. The speed of              

the movement has been increased. 

·Level 3: The movement implemented in the script is the same that in the previous               

levels. Additionally in this level simple rotations in the model of the ship during the               

horizontal movement has been implemented. The speed of the movement has been            

increased. Also the code receives the Inputs of the Right and Left Dash. To make the                

dash, the dash gives temporarily invincibility, during the action, to the player. The             

dash is an impulse to left or right.  

·Level 4: During this level, the game object of the ship is inside the camera. So the                 

ship is moving constantly throughout the level with the camera. The movement            

implemented in the script is the same that in the previous levels. Additionally in this               

level the ship rotates slowly during the horizontal movement. Moreover in this level             

the movement of the ship is limited by boundaries out of the camera limits. When               

the player reaches the boundaries of the camera, but no the boundaries of the space               

movement, the ship stars moving with the camera, to readjust the camera position             

to the new boundaries. 

Figure 15 shows the function used to move the player’s spaceship in levels 2 to 4. 

 

float m_move = Input.GetAxis("Horizontal"); 
float m_up = Input.GetAxis("Vertical"); 
 

 

if (right && m_move > 0) { 
 

this.gameObject.transform.position = this.transform.position + new     

Vector3(speed * Time.deltaTime * m_move,0, 0); 
 

        } 

else if (left && m_move < 0) { 
 

this.gameObject.transform.position = this.transform.position + new     

Vector3(speed * Time.deltaTime * m_move,0, 0); 
 

        } 

if (up && m_up > 0) { 
 

this.gameObject.transform.position = this.transform.position + new     

Vector3(0, speed * Time.deltaTime * m_up, 0); 
 

        } 
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else if (down && m_up < 0) { 
 

this.gameObject.transform.position = this.transform.position + new     

Vector3(0, speed * Time.deltaTime * m_up, 0); 
 

        } 

 
Figure 15: Movement Code in Levels 2 to 4 

 

·Level 5: In this level the Game Objects of the ship is inside the camera, and the                 

camera is the object in movement. So the ship is constantly in movement with the               

camera. The script receives the inputs that corresponds to the horizontal and vertical             

movement. With this inputs, the code rotates the camera, rotating the ship with it.              

The camera, and the ship are in constant movement to the forward direction. Then              

the player with the rotations must aim the ship using rotations. Also the script reads               

accelerate and decelerate inputs that make the ship goes faster or slower. Finally the              

player could do a 180° roll to change the direction of the ship to his/her back, and a                  

360° barrel roll. Both of these work similarly: the movement of the ship is disable               

during the action. In the 180° roll, the camera with the ship rotates over the Y axis,                 

with a fixed velocity, until it arrives to the 180° rotated. Also in the 360° barrel roll                 

the rotation is in the Z axis until 360°. 

 

3.3.2 Enemies Behaviour 

 

·Level 1 Behaviour: The enemies are placed in columns, and all the enemies moves              

to the same side of the screen. When They are in the last column of the screen and                  

reach the limit of the screen, they change the direction of the movement. So the               

enemies are constantly moving from left to right. Every second, one of the enemies              

located in the first position of each column is chosen randomly for shooting the              

player.  

·2D WayPoint System: A 2D waypoint system for the levels 2 and 3 has been               

created. This system allows the enemies to travel through a serie of waypoints as it               

show in Figure 16. These waypoints guide the path of the enemies. When a enemy               

reaches the last waypoint is destroyed. The enemies could stop in each one of the               

waypoints of its path. The behaviour of the enemies in levels 2 and 3 is basically the                 

same, the only difference is that in the level 2 the enemies attack every X seconds.                

The value of X depends in the type of the enemy. However in level 3 the enemies                 

only attack when they are stopped. The system of movement through the waypoints             

make the ship rotate to aim the next waypoint, in order to make the movement               

more realistic.  
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Figure 16 : Waypoint System 2D in Unity  Editor Screenshot 

 

·3D WayPoint System: As in the previous system, but with a third coordinate as it               

show in Figure 17. The enemies of the level 4 attack like the enemies in level 2, every                  

X time.  

 

 Figure 17: Waypoint System 3D Screenshot 

 

·”Pathfinding System”: For the level 5 a pathfinding system using Unity RayCast [23]             

has been implemented. When the player enters in the trigger area of the enemy, is               
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activated the pathfinding mode. In pathfinding mode the enemy knows the relative            

position of the ship, and it moves toward it. Using four raycast (up, down, left and                

right) as it is show in Figure 19, the enemy detects the objects around. The enemy                

uses the info of the objects around to evade obstacles and in the case of the ship to                  

flipped it. The aim of this behaviour of the enemies is to place themselves behind to                

the player. Also they shoot to the player always when they are a distance lower than                

400 units. Each type of enemy have its own fire rate. The Pathfinding System              

implementation is show in Figure 18. 

 

 

void Move() { 

transform.position += transform.forward * speed * Time.deltaTime; 

} 

void Turn() { 

Vector3 pos = target.position - transform.position; 

Quaternion rotation = Quaternion.LookRotation(pos); 

transform.rotation = Quaternion.Slerp(transform.rotation, rotation,    

rotationOffset * Time.deltaTime); 

} 

void Detection() { 

Vector3 left = transform.position - Vector3.right * offset; 

Vector3 right = transform.position - Vector3.left * offset; 

Vector3 down = transform.position - Vector3.up * offset; 

Vector3 up = transform.position - Vector3.down * offset; 

RaycastHit rayCast; 

Vector3 RayCastOffset = Vector3.zero; 

if (Physics.Raycast(left,transform.forward, out rayCast, detectionDis))  

{ 

RayCastOffset += Vector3.right; 

} 

else if (Physics.Raycast(right, transform.forward, out rayCast,      

detectionDis)) 

{ 

RayCastOffset += Vector3.left; 

} 

if (Physics.Raycast(up,transform.forward, out rayCast, detectionDis))  

{ 

RayCastOffset += Vector3.down; 

} 

else if (Physics.Raycast(down, transform.forward, out rayCast,      

detectionDis)) 
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{ 

RayCastOffset += Vector3.up; 

} 

if (RayCastOffset != Vector3.zero) 

{ 

transform.Rotate(RayCastOffset * 5 * Time.deltaTime); 

} 

else { 
Turn(); 

} 

} 

 
Figure 18: Pathfinding Raycast system functions 

 

For the pathfinding system originally, before I tried to make a 3D version of the A*                

[24] algorithm. After a early implementation of the 3D A* , I tested that the              

performance of the game wasn’t great. In Unity editor the FPS drops to 70.              

Therefore, I decided to implement, the one described before. 

 

 
 

Figure 19 : Pathfinding by  Raycast  Screenshot 

 

3.3.3 Shoot Systems 

 

Every bullet of the player that collides with an enemy is destroyed. Then a function is                

activated that rests life to the enemy or destroys it. The same happens when a               

enemy bullet collides with the player. 

 

In the basic shoot of the player, the bullets simply go forward. In the different levels,                

the speed or the number of bullets is changed. The enemy’s shoots are also              

implemented in the same way in levels 1 and 5. 
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But, in the levels 2 and 4 when the enemy shoots, the bullets go to the position of                  

the player in the movement of the shoot. In the level 3, each enemy have a                

predetermined bullet exit position and rotation, so every bullet moves in a direction             

to make a bullet pattern. In the script each bullet starts with a fixed direction and                

moves forward. 

 

The player was different special shoots depending on the level:  

 

·Level 2 special shoot: It works like a normal shoot, but it is not destroyed when it                 

collides with the enemy. The enemy is destroyed when collides with this shoot. 

·Level 3 special shoot: This shoot shoots bullets that reach all enemies in the screen               

and destroy them. In the script, the enemies are in a array. The player obtains the                

position of all active enemies and shoots bullets to every position. This shoot needs              

to be charged by defeating enemies. 

·Level 4 special shoot: It selects the nearest enemy to the player, and shoots a bullet                

directly to him. This shoot needs to be charged by maintaining pressed the shoot              

button. When the player use this shoot a mark appears in the screen marking the               

corresponding enemy. 

·Level 5 special shoot: Basically it works as level 3 special shoot, but in a 3D space                 

instead of a 2D space. When the player use this shoot a mark appears in the screen                 

marking the corresponding enemies. 

 

3.3.4 Manager Systems 

 

Every level has its own manager system, that controls game cycle and the HUD. 

 

·Level 1 Manager: It instantiates the enemies and control their movement. It also             

controls the player lives and the sprites in the HUD for the number of lives. It revives                 

the player if he/she has lives, resets the levels if the player is defeated and change to                 

the next level if all the enemies are defeated. 

·Level 2 Manager: It works like in the previous level. Additionally change to the next               

level if the player reach the end of the level. Also is in charge to show the typo of                   

shoot in the HUD, changing the selected sprite when the shoot changes. 

·Level 3 Manager: It works like in the previous level, but it doesn’t have to change                

the shoot. But the it has to control the special shoot bar. 

·Level 4 Manager: Controls the player life bar, reset the level if the players life downs                

to 0 and change to the next level if the player reach the end of the level. 

·Level 5 Manager: Controls the player life bar, the player special shoot bar, reset the               

level if player life downs to 0 and finish the game if the player destroys the 4                 

objectives in the level.  

 

Extra managers: 
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·WayPoints Path creation system: This system to create paths for the enemies in             

levels 2, 3 and 4 using Unity editor has been implemented. Using the class Gizmos               

[25] from Unity , a visualization of the waypoints and the designed path has been              

obtained. The Figure 20 shows the Scrip used to obtain the paths and its              

visualization. 

 

 

public class PathEditor : MonoBehaviour { 
public Color rayColor = Color.white; 

public List<Transform> pathPoints = new List<Transform>(); 

Transform[] transforms; 

 

void OnDrawGizmos() 
{ 

Gizmos.color = rayColor; 

transforms = GetComponentsInChildren<Transform>(); 

pathPoints.Clear(); 

  

foreach (Transform path in transforms) { 

 

if (path != this.transform) { 

 

pathPoints.Add(path); 

} 

} 

for (int i = 0; i < pathPoints.Count; i++) { 

 

Vector3 position = pathPoints[i].position; 

if (i > 0) { 
Vector3 previous = pathPoints[i - 1].position; 

Gizmos.DrawLine(previous, position); 

Gizmos.DrawSphere(position, 0.3f); 
} 

} 

} 

} 

 
Figure 20: Waypoints path creation system class 
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·Enemy Activators System: It is a system used in levels 2,3 and 4. Evert enemy it is                 

linked to an activator, and when the activator enters in the camera, actives the              

enemy. 

·Pause menu: This allows the player to pause the game. In the pause menu he/she               

can resume or exit the game. 

·Select Level System: It allows the player to select the level at the start of the game.  

·Loading Screen System: There is a screen between levels that show the loaded             

percentage of the next level. 

 

3.4 Art 
 

The art of the game is mainly created with Blender and edited with Photoshop . Also               

the Particle System and the Trail Render [26] of Unity has been used to make some                

assets. In this section the art the art of the game is going to be described. 

 

3.4.1 Art Identity 

 

The theme of the game is the evolution in video games, so the art must show this                 

evolution, as it is show in Figure 21, without losing the coherence among levels. In               

order to maintain the coherence, the main design in all levels would be the same.               

After analysing some artistic styles I decide to use an style not very realistic because               

the first levels are based in a games dated when the technology does not enable to                

realise games as these days. 

 

The progress in the art of the game is an evolution, starting in low resolution sprites,                

and ends in high poly models. There is also a similar evolution in the effects, from                

simple animated sprites to more sophisticated FX effects.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 21: Player Spaceship design evolution 
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3.4.2 Ships creation 

 

To create the evolution of the art I have started with basic designs. Once the designs                

are finished them has been used to design a model of the corresponding ship (See               

Figure 22). Once the model is finished it has been used to make the different sprites                

for the ships. To make the sprites the ship has been rendered with an orthographic               

camera, and in low resolution. After this, the sprite has been edited with Photoshop              

to upgrade the result. 

 

To make the low polygon model the original design has been used as base. These               

models has been recreated in low polygon models. All the different models are             

modeled using geometrical figures as base and editing its polygons. 

 

 Figure 22 : Player Spaceship in Blender  editor 
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Figure 23 : Enemies spaceships models 

 

3.4.3 FX and extra assets 

 

To make the animated sprites of fire in level 2, a modeled simulation of fire maked in                 

blender has been rendered with an orthographic camera and low resolution (See the             

result in Figure 24). For the level 3 to design the propulsor of the ship a Unity                 

Particle System [27] has been used. It was also used in the explosions on levels 4 and                 

5. For the propulsors in levels 4 and 5, a Trail Render component of Unity has been                 

used, also used for the bullets in level 3, and also used to the bullet trails in levels 4                   

and 5. Finally the bullet sprites for the levels 1 and 2 where edited created in Blender                 

and edited in Photoshop . 
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Figure 24 : Propulsor level 2 sprite sheet 

 

3.4.4 HUD 

 

The HUD is the aspect in Shoot ‘Em Up Games with less changes. In the 2D Shoot ‘Em                  

Ups the HUD shows the remaining lives. In the 3D Shoot ‘Em Ups, even if each game                 

has his different bars in the HUD the style of the HUD in the games of the 4 and 5                    

age is practically the same. 

 

To the HUD 2D sprites has been designed and used. In level 1, 2 the same sprite has                  

been used, to lives in HUD, as used to the player spaceship. And for the lives in level                  

3 a render of the player spaceship has been used. See the final result in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25 : Game HUD 

 

3.4.5 Created Assets  

 

 Table 5: Assets 

Asset ID Appears Link 

Player Spaceship Sprite Lv1 Level 1 https://imgur.com/1gpuhxU 

Enemy 1 Sprite LV1 Level 1 https://imgur.com/yRb8rKR 

Enemy 3 Sprite LV1 Level 1 https://imgur.com/cQLrV36 

Hedge and Bullets Sprite LV1 Level 1 https://imgur.com/WOagHtE 

Player Spaceship Sprite Lv2 Level 2 https://imgur.com/W0fLczk 

Enemy 1 Sprite LV2 Level 2 https://imgur.com/i7R1Bdg 

Enemy 2 Sprite LV2 Level 2 https://imgur.com/69tgDdl 

Enemy 3 Sprite LV2 Level 2 https://imgur.com/btwoZ8L 

Bullet LV2 Level 2 https://imgur.com/V53WgM2 

Propulsor Spritesheet LV 2 Level 2 https://imgur.com/t2eShLK 

Bullet Selected Mark Level 2 https://imgur.com/cVeC0G9 

Button A Level 2 https://imgur.com/cThYQiW 

Player Spaceship Model Levels 3 and 5 
https://sketchfab.com/models/b5a9f

3fa27e04b3f97ba2458e8a5047b 

Enemy 1 Model Levels 3-5 
https://sketchfab.com/models/dcc6f1

afd0984c10be58f6add7502ac5 

Enemy 2 Model Levels 3-5 
https://sketchfab.com/models/ae18a

051d6a14bab859bee265162464b 

Enemy 3 Model Levels 3-5 
https://sketchfab.com/models/40bce

0a0465a4ef49b0627638b91936d 
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Enemy 4 Model Levels 3-5 
https://sketchfab.com/models/8a600

dbb4cf54752ade109ea61b3ae5d 

Obstacle Model Levels 3 and 4 
https://sketchfab.com/models/d813f

9441aa3433ca2be412d36acd211 

Special Shoot HUD Mark Levels 3-5 https://imgur.com/qQWVaiW 

Special Shoot HUD Bar Levels 3-5 https://imgur.com/bsyK8wl 

Button B Levels 3-5 https://imgur.com/2a2D8ld 

Button RB Level 3 https://imgur.com/yG4MVa5 

Button LB Level 3 https://imgur.com/JuOiorH 

Player Spaceship LV3 HUD 

Sprite Level 3 https://imgur.com/5lYNgYq 

Player Spaceship Model Low 

Poly Level 4 
https://sketchfab.com/models/14eb2

63c231c4683ad2e4e911d560192 

Enemy 2 Model Low Poly Level 4 
https://sketchfab.com/models/b99c6

88aff2d4c03b4801bc38eac51a4 

Enemy 3 Model Low Poly Level 4 
https://sketchfab.com/models/6a3f2

82f9dd04d6894194d6909bcb12a 

Enemy 4 Model Low Poly Level 4 
https://sketchfab.com/models/83a36

60aecd2493c92ab0c512d00b5f6 

Objective Level 5 
https://sketchfab.com/models/e02f0

990abad4de9a0e9f1d08c718254 

Life Bar HUD Mark Levels 4-5 https://imgur.com/3XMjl6b 

Life Bar HUD Bar Levels 4-5 https://imgur.com/GwIbP7K 

 

 

Also personal pages in Imgur [28] and Sketchfab [29] has been created to update the               

sprites and models that have created for this project, even the unused.  

 

3.4.6 External Assets  

 

I obtain the Skybox of the levels 2,3,4 and 5 for the game from a Unity free package                  

Skybox Volumen 2 (Nebula)  [30] from Unity  Store.  

 

3.5.Testing 
 

Testifying every level is a key laor for the result of the project. In the following                

section, the testing strategies are described.  
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5.1 Testing Mechanics 

 

Every mechanic in every level has been tested. This includes: speed, movement, fire             

rate, hitbox size, number enemy bullets, position of the enemies, damage of the the              

bullets, speed of the bullets, life of every component with life points and movement              

through the levels. The testing has also been useful to decide implemented issues,             

like the movement system used in each level. Three different movement systems has             

been implemented for each level: Rigidbod y velocity (and Rigidbody2d [31] velocity           

in 2D levels), movement in Character Controller [32] and movement in Transforms .            

Finally, I have decided to use the last one because is the one with the best response                 

to the inputs considering the precision I need to obtain.  

 

 

5.2 Testing Performance 

 

This part also only was needed in level 5, which is the level with highest graphic                

quality, and highest number of elements. This testing was made to prove the             

performance of a basic version of A* 3D version algorithm against the pathfinding             

system with 4 Raycast . A* algorithm obtains a little better results in the movement              

of enemies, but the performance was 70 FPS in A* versus 100 FPS of the pathfinding                

with four raycast. So testing both I concluded that the upgrades in enemies             

movement that the A* allows wasn’t enough significatives to select the A* with its              

lower performance. 

 

 5.3 Balance Testing 

 

In Shoot ‘Em Ups one of the biggest problem is the difficult, a lot of them are too                  

difficult and the players abandon the game because they have high levels of             

frustration. To solve this every single level has been tested each time that an enemy               

or an obstacle has been added. This makes me edit a lot of elements in each level to                  

obtain a fair difficult. So the process of construct every level is matched with a               

testing process in every element added.  
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4.Results 

 
 

In this section I summarize the results obtained with the project. 

 

4.1 Game Evolution Analysis 
 

This project allows me to deep more in the evolution of the video games media. The                

analysis of the different Shoot ‘Em Up games and their evolution. The project gave              

me new knowledge about video games evolution and more specific in Shoot ‘Em Up              

games. 

 

4.2 The video game  
 

The most representative result of this project is the game itself.  

The implementation of the executable with the five levels is the most tangible result              

of this project. 

 

4.3 Creation of levels system 
 

The Unity project for the game also works as a tool to create levels with five different                 

structure. In the Unity editor each level works also as tool to create a concrete type                

of level. This is because each level has the components to creates levels with the               

same gameplay style. 
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5.Conclusions 

 
 

5.1 Project Balance  
 

At the start of the project one of the barriers that caused me the greatest respect                

was the time. Even having calculated several times the development time of the             

project, the scale of this finally was bigger than I thought. So in the next tables I’m                 

going to comparate the expected time of development with the final real time.  

 

 

 Table 6: Game Analysis Work 

Work Final Time (h) Expected Time (h) 

First Age 2 2 

Second Age 6 6 

Third Age 6 6 

Fourth Age 7 6 

Fifth Age 10 10 

Total 31 30 

 

 

 Table 7: Level Design Work 

Work Final Time (h) Expected Time (h) 

Level 1 2 2 

Level 2 7 6 

Level 3 5 6 

Level 4 10 6 

Level 5 12 10 

Total 36 30 

 

 

 Table 8: Programing Work 

Work Final Time (h) Expected Time (h) 

Level 1 Mechanics 2 2 

Level 1 Manager 6 6 
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Level 2 Mechanics 8 8 

Level 2 Manager 8 8 

WayPoint 2D System 15 12 

Level 3 Mechanics 9 8 

Level 3 Manager 3 2 

Level 4 Mechanics 22 20 

3D Waypoint System 3 6 

Level 4 Manager 4 5 

Level 5 Mechanics 22 20 

Pathfinding System 27 18 

Level 5 Manager 4 5 

Total 133 120 

 

 

 Table 9: Assembly levels Work 

Work Final Time (h) Expected Time (h) 

Level 1 3 2 

level 2 10 5 

Level 3 12 6 

Level 4 14 6 

Level 5 8 5 

Total 47 24 

 

 

 Table 10: Art Work 

Work Final Time (h) Expected Time (h) 

Player Spaceship 15 15 

Enemy 1 10 10 

Enemy 2 9 8 

Enemy 3 7 8 

Enemy 4 5 5 

Obstacle 2 0 

Objective 2 0 
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HUD 10 8 

FX 6 6 

Total 66 60 

 

 

 Table 11: Testing Work 

Work Final Time (h) Expected Time (h) 

Level 1 4 5 

Level 2 10 5 

Level 3 12 5 

Level 4 16 5 

Level 5 10 5 

Total 52 25 

 

 

 Table 12: Memory Work 

Work Final Time (h) Expected Time (h) 

Technical Proposal 4 5 

Game Design Document 10 5 

Final Memory 50 30 

Total 64 40 

 

 

 Table 13: Total Work 

Work Final Time (h) Expected Time (h) 

Game Analysis 31 30 

Level Design 36 30 

Programing 133 120 

Assembly Levels 47 24 

Art 66 60 

Testing 52 25 

Memory 64 40 

Total 429 329 
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The project allow me to study different videogames and replicate how they work.             

This make me understand a lot of how the evolution of the video games has made                

more difficult to create, and the core mechanics are more complex to develop.  

 

One of the biggest “problems” in my planning for the project was the fail to calculate                

the time and the scale of the project. The scale of the game was bigger than I                 

expected. This was because the best mode of building each level was create a              

prototyping system to assembly each one of the five level. Even using some features              

implemented or developed for precursors levels, I have had to develop and            

implement five different games. 

 

Nonetheless I’m proud of my work. I think that I have accomplished five levels pretty               

well implemented. And at the same time, a system that allows me to create infinite               

variations of these five levels.  

 

For the future of the project I would like to upgrade the levels 4 and 5, because even                  

the gameplay works well, both levels are not at the quality of nowadays video game.               

And obtain a OST according to the game. 

 

In conclusion I have obtained as result even better than I have planned in the               

beginning. And I believe that this can be a good base to make something bigger.  

 

5.2 Objectives 
 

O.1 → Analyzes the evolution of Shoot ‘em up video games. 

O.2 → Determining the elements and techniques that characterize each age of the 

Shoot ‘em up video games. 

O.3 → Conceptually design and implement levels of the video game based on what 

was analyzed in the O1. 

 

About the objectives I think that I accomplish them. I have analyzed 8 different 

games that allow me to understand how the Shoot ‘Em Up games evolve through 

 the years. After analyze these games I designed 5 levels based in a division by ages 

of the games that I has been analyzed. Finally I have implemented these 5 levels, and 

joined in a playable demo. Even more than these. the implementation of each 5 

levels in Unity let me create systems that allows me to build infinity variations of this 

5 levels. 
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5.3 Project, Video and Executable  
 

·UnityProject: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jgOYlexamhaCOVP2Y_7VKaokoYnqHVFr 

 

·Video: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1QF4PDpLcZ219bMTF9-nZNE0gV0Qs

Waj-?usp=sharing 

 

·Executable: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=10AAiqB7AMvQVrUIAAeu-6aK4ZSq64zKY 
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